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This invention relates to a tra?ic directing system for 
parking areas, and, more particularly, elates to such a 
system for directing vehicles with respect to a parking 
area and with a cautioning signal being employed for 
apprising vehicle operators of the space condition in such 
area. 

In modern parking areas and garages, it is considered 
desirable to provide a counting system which registers 
the number of vehicles entering and exiting from a park 
ing area so as to provide a running count of the number 
of available spaces within such area. Such a system is 
normally employed to control an indication means pro 
vided for directing vehicles into the area or away from 
such area. 
The convenience of having such counting system to 

control the indication means mentioned above has been 
recognized by the prior art to the extent that such an 
indication means is controlled for directing vehicles into 
the area until such area is completely ?lled. When such 
area is ?lled’ to capacity, remaining vehicles are directed 
away from the parking area. \It is also recognized that 
a predetermined number of vehicles be permitted to leave 
a parking area which has been ?lled to capacity before the 
detection means is once again controlled to direct ve 
hicles into such area. 

It is proposed in this invention to provide a system con 
trolled by the counting system of a parking area for di 
recting vehicles into or away from a parking area. This 
invention also provides for apprising the operators of 
vehicles that a given parking area is near capacity but 
has not been completely ?lled to capacity. It is further 
proposed in this invention to provide for cautioning ve 
liicle operators being directed away from a parking area 
that such area has at least one available space. 

Thus, one object of this invention is to provide a sys 
tem for apprising vehicle operators of the nearly ?lled 
condition of a given parking mea. 
Another object of this invention is to provide a sys 

tem for apprising vehicle operators of the soon-to-be 
available parking spaces. 

Other objects, purposes and characteristic features of 
the present invention will be in part obvious from the 
accompanying drawings, and in put pointed out as the 
description of the invention progresses. 
The drawing illustrates one embodiment of this inven 

tion. I 

Referring to the drawing, a differentially con ollasle 
counter DC, which indicates the number of available 
parking spaces, is shown as having an add coil and a 
subtract coil. In this type of counter, hot the add coil 
and subtract coil need only to be pulsed brieily to cause 
the counter to either add or subtract a count. The add 
coil is shown to be pulsed by the ‘actuation of a button 
it), while the subtract coil is shown to be pulsed by the 
actuation of a button 11. Additionally, the add coil 
and subtract coil of counter DC may be controlled by 
an automatic control AC which can be a counting sys— 
tem, as brie?y mentioned above. 
The counter DC includes a units decade UD and a 

tens decade TD each of which has a read-out control 
switch, such as switches R01 and R02 which are re 
spectively controlled to positions representative of the 
count registered upon the corresponding decade UD or 
TD. 
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Signalling means 12 includes two arrows in and 1'7 

and a circular indication l8. Arrow 16 when illumi 
nated directs vehicles into the area, and arrow 17 when 
illmninated directs vehicles away from the area. The 
circular indication 13 provides a caution indication in 
conjunction with either arrow 16 or 17. Arrows 16 and 
1'7 may be colored green, while circular indication 18 
may be colored yellow, or as otherwise desirable. More 
over, it is considered as being within the scope of this 
invention to utiize the arrows 16 and ~17 and circular in~ 
dication 18 either in combination or separately for iri 
dicating the capacity conditions of ‘a parking area to a 
responsible person such as the parking area attendant. 
Relay FR controls through its contact 20 the illumi 

nation of arrows l6 and 17. When relay ER is dropped 
away arrow 16 is illuminated, but when relay PR is 
picked up arrow 17 is illuminated instead. Relay FR 
can only pick up when the count registered by counter 
DC is 00 since only then will relay T67 be energized 
through contact 23 of decade switch R02 and relay U0 
through contact 25 of decade switch ‘R01 thereby com 
pleting a circuit for the energization of the wiring of re 
lay FR through the respective closed contacts 26 and 38 
of these two relays Th and Utl. Once relay PR is picked 
up, a stick circuit is completed to maintain it energized 
through back contact 42 of relay U5 and front contact 
43 of relay FR. Because of this, relay FR will remain 
picked up until there are ?ve or more parking spaces 
again available since it is only when this condition is 
met that the stick circuit for this relay can be interrupted. 
Incidentally, if the number of vehicles entering the park 
ing area should exceed its capacity so that counter DC 
will be operated beyond the 00 condition such as by be 
ing operated to the 99 condition, then relay FR will still 
remain picked up because then an alternate stick circuit 
will be completed through back contact 4% of relay Til 
and through front contact 43 of relay FR. 

Before the parking area is ?lled to capacity so that relay 
PR is picked up, relay NPR is picked up. Thus, when 
the count registered upon counter DC is 04 so that relays 
Ti} and U4 are energized, a circuit is completed to en 
ergize relay NPR through the closed contacts 26 and 27 
of the relays T4) and U4 respectively. As the count there 
after is decreased below 04, relay NPR is continually 
energized since a stick circuit will be established for this 
relay through back contact 33 of relay Uil, back contact 
34% of relay U5, and front contact 36 of relay NPR. This 
stick circuit will be maintained until the count reaches 
00 at which time relay Uh will pick up and interrupt the 
circuit by the opening of back contact 33. ' 
To summarize the operation thus far, relay FR remains 

dropped away as the count decreases toward 0 and is 
picked up only when the count actually reaches ()0 upon 
cormter DC. Until this happens, arrow 16 is illuminated 
so as to direct ineorninO vehicles into the corresponding 
parking area, but when the count of 00 is reached, relay 
FR picks up and arrow 17 is then illuminated while ar 
row 16 is extinguished. Subsequent vehicles are then 
directed to an alternate parking area. However, from 
the time that the count on counter DC reaches {)4 and 
until it reaches 00, relay NPR is picked up so that the 
circular indication 18 is illuminated and this indicates to 
arriving motorists that, although they are being directed 
by the illuminated arrow 16 into the respective parking 
area, there are only a few parking spaces still available 
in that area. Of course, when the capacity of the park 
ing area has been reached so that arrow 16 is no longer 
illuminated, then it is no longer desired to illuminate the 
circular indication 13 and it is for this reason that relay 
NPR is controlled to drop away when the count reaches 
00 on counter DC. 
When vehicles begin to exit from the assuming parking 
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area, relay NPR is once again controlled to a picked up 
condition for illuminating circular indication l8 and is 
maintained in such picked up condition until read-out 
‘control switch RG1 is effective to pick up a relay U5’. 
‘More speci?cally, when the count registered upon counter 
DC ascends as additional parking spaces become avail 
able, relay NPR is again picked up. ‘In the drawing, this 
is shown to occur when the count reaches 01. At that 
time, an alternate pick-up circuit for relay NPR is estab 
lished through back contact 33 of relay U {5, back contact 
34 of relay U5, front contact 45 of relay U1, front con 
tact 46 of relay Ttl, to the winding of relay NPR. Upon 
the picking up of relay NPR the previously-described 
stick circuit is again completed, and since this stick circuit 
includes back contact 34» of relay‘US, the stick circuit 
will be interrupted when the count of G5 is reached. 
In other words, as increasing numbers or" parking spaces 
become available, relay NPR which is picked up at the 
time the ‘?rst such parking space becomes available, re 
mains picked up until there are ?ve such available spaces. 
Throughout ‘this time, the circular indication 18 is stead 
ily illuminated. As previously mentioned, the stick cir 
cuit which has been maintaining relay FR energized in 
cludes back contact 432 of relay U5 and this means that 
relay PR is also continually energized during this time 
that additional parking spaces are becoming available, 
and this condition continues to prevail until ?ve parking 
spaces have been available so that relay U5 picks up. 
Throughout this time, therefore, arrow 17 has been stead 
ily illuminated so that incoming traffic has been diverted 
to an alternate parking area. Concurrently, circular in 
dication '18 has been illuminated to inform the incoming 
motorists that, although they are being directed to an 
alternate area, one or more spaces are now available in 
the parking area governed by signalling means 12 and 
that tra?ic may soon again be directed into that area. 

It is apparent from the drawing that the relays U4 and 
US could have their respective pick up circuits completed 
through other contacts ‘of switch R01 so as to vary the 
illumination control of the arrows 16 and 17 with respect 
to circular indication 18 to provide the above-mentioned 
caution indications. 
Having described a tra?ic directing system for parking 

areas, ‘as one speci?c embodiment of the present inven 
tion, it is desired to be understood that this form is se 
heated to facilitate in the disclosure of the invention rather 
than to limit the number of forms which it may assume; 
and, it is to be further understood that various modi?ca 
tions, adaptations and alterations may be applied to the 
speci?c form shown to meet the requirements of practice, 
without in any manner departing from the spirit or scope 
of the present invention. 

vVl/"nat I claim is: 
1. In a parking facility having at least two parking 

areas, means for registering at each instant the number of 
available parking spaces in the ?rst of said areas, signal 
ling means being operable to present a ?rst signal indi 
cation directing further incoming vehicles into said ?rst 
area and to present alternatively a second signal indica 
tion directing further incoming vehicles to the second of 
said areas, means coupled between said registering means 
and said signalling means for controlling said signalling 
means to display said ?rst signal indication so long as 
the number of available park-mg spaces registered by 
said registering means exceeds a predetermined number 
and to display said second signal indication when the 
number of available parking spaces registered by said 
registering means fails to exceed said predetermined mini 
mum number, auxiliary signal indication means also con 
trolled by said coupling means and being operable to 
display a distinctive signal indication for all count values 
registered by said registering means exceeding said prede 
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terinined minimum value but not exceeding a predeterf 
mined higher value, whereby‘said ?rst signal indication a 
is displayed by said signalling means and incoming vehi- ‘1 
cles are directed by said signalling means to said first 
parking area until said predetermined value is 
registered ‘by said registering means vbut said auxiliary 
indication is displayed prior to the attainment of said 
predetermined minimum value concurrently with the dis~ 
play of said ?rst signal indication by said signalling means 
to ' reby indicate the imminent attainment of a ?lled 
condition of said ?rst parking area. , 

2. The invention as de?ned in claim 1 wherein said 
coupling means after operating said signalling means to 
display said second signal indication upon the attainment 
of said predetermined count by said registering 
means maintains said signalling means in a condition to 
thereafter display said second signal indication as the 
count registered by said registering means increases above 
said predetermined minimum value until said count reg 
estered attains a preselected second value, whereby upon 
a decrease in the number of available parking spaces in 
said ?rst area to predetermined minimum value re 
sults in the routing of further vehicles to said second 
area and vehicles are not again rerouted to said ?rst area 
until the number of available parking spaces reaches said 
preselected value. 

3. The invention as de?ned in claim 1 wherein said 
coupling means also controls said auxiliary signalling 
means to display said distinctive signal subsequent to the 
attainment of said predetermined minimum count by said 
registering means and for ascending values of said count 
until said count attains said preselected second value, 
whereby the concurrent display of said distinctive signal 
by said auxiliary signal indication means with the display 
of said second signal indication by said signalling means 
indicates to incoming motorists the probability imminent 
routing of further vehicles to said ?rst parking area by 
said signalling means. 

4. in a parking facility having at least two parking 
areas, ?rst means for counting each vehicle entering the 
?rst of said areas, second means for counting each vehi 
cle leaving said ?rst rca, differential counting means 
governed jointly by said ?rst and second counting means 
for registering the number of available parking spaces 
in said ?rst area, signalling means governed by said dif 
ferential counting ‘means to display a ?rst signal indi 
cation directing vehicles into said ?rst area when the 
count regis ered by said differential counting means ex 
ceeds a predetermined minimum value and to display a 
second signal indication directing vehicles away from said 
?rst area and to said second area when the count regis 
tered by said differential counting means does not ex 
ceed said predetermined minimum value, and auxiliary 
signal indication means being selectively operable to dis 
play a distinctive signalling indication concurrently with 
the display of said ?rst or second signal indication by 
said signalling means for predetermined count values reg 
istered by said differential counting means which exceed 
said predetennuned minimum value, whereby the display 
of said distinctive signal indication concurrently with the 
display of said ?rst signal indication Warns incoming ve 
hicles of the imminent routing‘of vehicles to said second 
area and the concurrent display of said distinctive indi 
cation with said second signal indication Warns incoming 
vehicles of the imrminent routing of further vehicles back 
to said ?rst area. 
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